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1 Introduction

DNA has a double helical structure discovered by Watson and Crick [33]. The axis of the double helix can be seen as a string in 3-dimensional space, and its “topology” can be studied. Closed circular DNA forms may be knotted or linked. Linear DNA forms are topologically trivial unless the two ends are fixed in space, in which case we can consider local topology. In this article, we consider enzymes which change the topology of DNA. In particular we deal with site-specific recombinases and topoisomerase and show how knot theory is applied to their study.

DNA topology is the study of geometrical and topological properties of circular DNA. Essentially all reactions involving DNA are influenced by its topology. [4] is a good reference book for general DNA topology. Some knot theory books include expository chapters on the applications of low-dimensional topology and knot theory to the study of DNA ([1, 16, 22]). These books focus on the tangle method of Ernst and Sumners and the analysis of site-specific recombination [14].

2 Knots, tangles and Dehn surgery

Here a knot means an image of an embedding of the 1-dimensional sphere into a 3-manifold. A disjoint union of knots are called link. We mainly deal with knots and links in the 3-dimensional sphere.

A 2-string tangle, or simply tangle, means a pair of a 3-dimensional ball and two arcs properly embedded in it. Rational tangles are the simplest class of tangles. See Figure 1 for examples. There is a one-to-one correspondence between a set of rational tangles and \( \mathbb{Q} \cup \{1/0\} \). A rational tangle can be untangled by a finite number of horizontal and vertical twistings.

The numerator \( N(T) \) of a tangle \( T \) is a knot or link obtained by connecting two upper endpoints of \( T \) by an arc, and the two lower endpoints of \( T \) by another arc as illustrated in Figure 2. From two tangles \( S \) and \( T \), a new tangle can be obtained by connecting the two East endpoints of \( S \) to the two West endpoints of \( T \) as is shown in Figure 3. The obtained tangle is called the sum of \( S \) and \( T \), and is denoted by \( S + T \).

Dehn surgery is a method of constructing 3-manifolds using knots and links. Let \( K \) be a
knot in a 3-manifold $M$ and let $E(K)$ be the exterior $M - \text{int}N(K)$, where $N(K)$ is the regular neighborhood of $K$. Let $\gamma$ be an isotopy class of a simple closed curve on $\partial E(K)$. We attach a solid torus $D^2 \times S^1$ to $E(K)$ so that $\gamma$ bounds a meridian disk of $D^2 \times S^1$. Let $K(\gamma)$ denote the obtained 3-manifold. We say that $K(\gamma)$ is obtained from $M$ by Dehn surgery along $K$.

3 DNA knots and catenane and tangle method for site-specific recombination

Circular genomes and naturally occurring plasmids are subject to knotting and catenation. These circular DNA forms are common in prokaryotes (e.g. the genome of the bacterium Escherichia coli is circular). Even though DNA in higher order organisms is commonly linear, it often appears subdivided into loops as a consequence of the tight organization of DNA in the cell nucleus. DNA knots and links can be detected experimentally by using gel electrophoresis or electron microscopy (EM) (reviewed in [4]).

Site-specific recombinases are enzymes able to change the topology of DNA. These enzymes bind two specific DNA sites, introduce one double-stranded break on each site, recombine the open ends, and reseal the ends. Their cellular role is to change the genetic code of an organism by integration or excision of a DNA segment, by moving a DNA segment to a new location, by inverting a DNA segment within a genome, or by changing its topological form.

Changes in topology can be observed experimentally by taking closed circular DNA substrates and by incubating them with the enzyme of choice. The products are analyzed by gel electrophoresis or electron microscopy, and the mechanism of recombination is analyzed using tangles. The tangle method was introduced by Ernst and Sumners [14] and it has been used to characterize topologically the action of several site-specific recombinases (e.g.[6, 9, 14, 26, 30, 31]).

In the tangle method, the enzymes and the bound DNA can be modeled as a tangle $E$. The tangle $O_f$ is the exterior of $E$ and contains the DNA not bound by the enzyme. The following biologically reasonable assumptions are made.

(1) The enzyme mechanism is constant and independent of topology of the substrate. The action occurs in a 2-string tangle $E$ which is a tangle sum of two tangles $O_b$ and $P$. The tangles $O_b$ and $O_f$ remain unchanged during the recombination reaction.

(2) Recombination is modeled by tangle surgery, where the tangle $P$ is changed into the tangle $R$. $P$ can be assumed to be rational. Sometimes $R$ can be proven to be rational (e.g. [14, 30]). In other cases $R$ can be assumed to be rational on biological grounds.
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The tangle $O = O_f + O_b$ is called the outside tangle, and it remains unchanged during the recombination reaction.

The length of the part of DNA in the tangle $P$ is short (32bp for Xer system [28]), so the tangles $P$ and $R$ cannot be very complicated (see assumption 2).

Suppose the substrate has the knot or link type $K_1$ and the product $K_2$. Then we have the following tangle equation (1).

$$\begin{align*}
N(O_f + O_b + P) &= N(O + P) = K_0 \\
N(O_f + O_b + R) &= N(O + R) = K_1
\end{align*}$$

(1)

4 Tangle surgery and Dehn surgery

When $P$ and $R$ are rational, a site-specific recombination reaction in Figure ?? can be modeled as a rational tangle surgery. The double branched covering of a rational tangle is a solid torus. Hence a rational tangle surgery corresponds to a Dehn surgery. In many cases, the substrates are trivial knots and the products are 2-bridge knots and links. The double branched covering of the 3-sphere branched along the trivial knot is the 3-sphere and the double branched covering of the 3-sphere branched along a 2-bridge knot or link is a lens space. Hence these rational tangle surgeries correspond to Dehn surgeries along a knot in the 3-sphere yielding lens spaces. By the construction, the knot is strongly invertible. Hence results such as [8, 18] have direct applications to the study of site-specific recombination.

5 Applications

In [14], Ernst and Sumners characterized the action of Tn3 resolvase. The action of Tn3 resolvase on DNA is processive, i.e. the enzyme may mediate more than one round of recombination before dissociating from its DNA substrate.

The tangle method has an additional assumption in this case: (3) In processive recombination, each round of recombination adds a copy of the recombinant tangle $R$ to the bound DNA, and recombination acts by tangle addition.

The tangle equation for $n$-th round is the following.
Here $nR$ denotes a tangle obtained by the tangle sum of $n$ copies of the tangle $R$. Experimental data [34, 35] shows $K_1$ is a Hopf link, $K_2$ a figure eight knot, and $K_3$ Whitehead link. Ernst and Sumners solved this tangle equation and predicted $K_4$ will be $6_2$ knot.
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In [31], the action of Xer system which yield 4-cat ((2, 4)-torus link) from a trivial knot is characterized. There they show that the tangle $O$ in the tangle equation is rational using a result in [18]. In [17] unlinking of DNA catenane by Xer system is reported. The corresponding tangle analysis can be found in [26].

There are softwares which solve tangle equations under suitable assumptions [11, 25].

6 Type-2 topoisomerases

Type-2 topoisomerases are enzymes essential to every living organism. The play key roles in important cellular processes such as DNA replication. The enzyme acts by a 2-gate model where it binds a DNA segment, introduces a double-stranded break, transports a second segment through the break, and reseals the transient break. The net effect of this reaction is a strand-passage which may change the topology of a circular DNA molecule as illustrated in the figure.

In [23], it is shown type II topoisomerase simplify DNA topology below equilibrium values. These enzymes have been observed to unknot large numbers of complicated DNA knots (i.e. knots with high crossing number) very efficiently [3]. These experimental results cannot be accounted for by a random mechanism of action and suggest that on average type-2 topoisomerases find the shortest topological pathway between two knots. We can conjecture that given a knots of type $K_1$, type-2 enzymes unknot $K_1$ in $u(K_1)$ steps where $u(K_1)$ is the unknotting number of $K_1$. More in general, type-2 enzymes turn one knot $K_1$ into a knot $K_2$ in $N$ steps, where $N$ is given by the shortest strand-passage distance between $K_1$ and $K_2$ as defined in [10]. Understanding the mechanism of action of topology simplification by type-2 topoisomerases remains one of the most relevant open problems in DNA topology. Recent advances in this problem use a variety of mathematical [7, 11, 19, 36], computational [5, 12, 15, 20, 21, 32] and experimental methods [13, 29, 23, 27].

4 N(0) + O + nR = N(0 + nR) = K_n
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